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CODE VIOLATIONS 

Presence 

2.1.3 Excepting those substances for which a quantitative threshold is specifically identified in the 

Prohibited List, the presence of any quantity of a Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markers in 

an Athlete’s Sample shall constitute an anti-doping rule violation. 

 
The reference to an Athlete's A Sample could lead to confusion as it could refer to either of the 
Athlete’s A or B samples. In [2.2], the presence of a substance in either the A or B constitutes use, 
however this use could also be established by non-analytical data or other reliable means. 
 
We would therefore suggest that for clarity, 2.1.3 should have “A” inserted, so the sentence would 
now read “…..An Athlete’s A Sample……” 
 

 Recommendation 1: Insertion of “A” into [2.1.3] to distinguish between the two samples. 
The final line should now read “…an Athlete’s A Sample….”  

 

 

 

 

Sample Collection 

2.3 Evading Sample Collection 
Evading Sample collection or refusing or failing without compelling justification to submit to sample 
collection after notification as authorized in applicable anti-doping rules. 

2.4 Filing Failures and Missed Tests 
Violation of applicable requirements regarding Athlete availability for Out-of-Competition Testing, 
including failure to file required whereabouts information and missed tests which are declared based 
on rules which comply with the International Standard for Testing. Any combination of three missed 
tests and/or filing failures within a twelve-month period as determined by Anti-Doping Organizations 
with jurisdiction over the Athlete shall constitute an anti-doping rule violation.  

 

Although paragraphs [2.3] and [2.4] have been in existence in previous iterations of the Code, it may 
be important to extend the Comment to 2.3 & 2.4 to give clarity to what actions constitute a failure. 
The [Comment to 2.3] in 2015 Code expresses: 

“it would be an anti-doping rule violation if it were established that an Athlete was hiding from a 
Doping Control official to evade notification or Testing. A violation of "refusing or failing to submit to 
Sample collection” may be based on either intentional or negligent conduct of the Athlete, while 
"evading" Sample collection contemplates intentional conduct by the Athlete.”  

The evidence from the recent Lance Armstrong / USADA investigation exposes a potential flaw in this 
current note in that an athlete (particular in endurance sports) could deliberately and justifiably train 
in remote and inhospitable locations however this could also have the effect of making it different for 
DCOs to test. As this is not a strict liability standard, this mixed motivation may cause problems for 
establishing enough evidence to the comfortable satisfaction of the Panel. 

One possible solution is to differentiate between a stricter ‘In-Competition’ sample collection where 
the athlete would be expected to be more available, and ‘Out-of-Competition’ sample collection (the 
current where an athlete may not necessarily have to be easily visitable by DCO’s (although the DCOs 
and ISFs would need to know their location and whereabouts). This could be expressed in the 
comment to [2.3] “athletes In-Competition would be expected……” 



Similarly, while it may be a defence for Lance Armstrong to say he complied with the letter of the Code 
by notifying authorities of his whereabouts and changing / updating his details, there is certainly a 
strong argument that was made by USADA that constant late changes to locations and schedules 
constitutes an attempt to evade collection and is against the spirit, if not the actual letter of the Code. 
The insertion of an additional word into [2.4] “….failure to file TIMELY required whereabouts 
information….” May help testing authorities gain clarity and control over the situation. 

 

 RECOMMENDATION 2: Differentiate between a stricter In-Competition burden for athletes 
availability and the current standard for Out-of-Competition testing 
 

 RECOMMENDATION 3: Insertion of Timely into [2.4]: “….failure to file TIMELY required 
whereabouts information….” 

 

 

 

Prohibited Association 

2.10 Prohibited Association  
Association by an Athlete in a professional or sport-related capacity with any Athlete Support 
Personnel who is serving a period of Ineligibility or who has been found in a criminal or disciplinary 
proceeding to have been involved with doping where the Athlete knew or should have known of the 
Athlete Support Personnel’s disqualifying status.  
 
[Comment to Article 2.10: For example, Athletes should not be working with coaches or trainers who 
are Ineligible on account of doping. Similarly, they should not be associated with physicians or other 
Persons who have been identified as involved with doping in criminal or professional disciplinary 
proceedings.] 

 

Violation [2.10] is new in this iteration of the Code, however as such it could benefit from some 
additional explanations in the comment section.  

What constitutes ‘Association’? In particular, what is different between association, and the violations 
in [2.09] of: assisting, encouraging, aiding, abetting and conspiring? Does [2.10] envisage a more 
passive violation? 

The Article needs to more clearly articulate what constitutes 'association' more than merely having 
been "identified as involved with doping in criminal or professional disciplinary proceedings." That 
identification has to be more than hearsay, rumour or innuendo. These individuals must be found 
guilty of a doping-related charge by a court or a NADO. In the absence of a guilty finding, athletes are 
penalized for their association with a person who has technically committed no crime. 

Similarly, does the Code (and associated note) suggest that an athlete or athlete support personnel 
could associate with a coach, trainer etc who has successfully served a ban and may be re-eligible to 
work within the sport, or does the Code suggest that athletic personnel should effectively have a life-
ban from working in sport (as an athlete would then be in breach of 2.10 if they associated with 
them)? The wording at present seems to draw a distinction between coaches and trainers (ineligibility, 
but this presupposes that eligibility is acceptable) and medical or other persons (Should not be 
associated, which seems more finite and suggests this is unacceptable whatever the eligibility status)? 

If the latter life-ban is intended, this may need to internally reference [3.2.3] later in the Code as to 
the status of panels, court and tribunal decisions. This may be important in cases such as Dr Ferrari’s 
(USADA – Appendix) as the Italian Supreme Court found evidence of doping violations however he was 
not sanctioned by the Court for these offences. It would however be possible (and easier) for the same 



evidence to be used in internal anti-doping organisation tribunals, however it would have a lesser legal 
validity and weighting. 

The violation also does not give any guidance on how long between identification of an athlete 
support personnel being found guilty of a doping violation and a breach of [2.10] occurs? This is 
important as athletes and teams may have to sever coaching or employment ties with these 
personnel. The Comment to Note 2.10 could therefore add a line to the effect that: “once a criminal or 
disciplinary proceeding has come to light, athletes and organizations will be expected to sever ties 
with ineligible personnel as soon as possible.” It may also be important to decide in the Code whether 
this association breach will run from the moment of the first disciplinary hearing, or whether this is 
stayed pending any appeal to higher bodies? 

 

 RECOMMENDATION 4: Confirm what is meant by ‘association’ 

 RECOMMENDATION 5: Confirm whether the association ban is for life or simply for the 
duration of ineligibility 

 RECOMMENDATION 6: Provide guidance on when a breach of [2.10] occurs, following a 
finding that an athlete support personnel is guilty of a doping violation  

 

 
 
 
 
  



HEARING PROCESS 
 
3.2.4 The hearing panel in a hearing on an anti-doping rule violation may draw an inference adverse to 
the Athlete or other Person who is asserted to have committed an anti-doping rule violation based on 
the Athlete’s or other Person’s refusal, after a request made in a reasonable time in advance of the 
hearing, to appear at the hearing (either in person or telephonically as directed by the hearing panel) 
and to answer questions from the hearing panel or the Anti-Doping Organization asserting the anti-
doping rule violation. 

8.3 Waiver of Hearing.  
The right to a hearing may be waived either expressly or by the Athlete’s or other Person’s failure to 
challenge an Anti-Doping Organization’s assertion that an anti-doping rule violation has occurred 
within the specific time period provided in the Anti-Doping Organization’s rules. Where no hearing 
occurs, the Anti-Doping Organization with results management responsibility shall provide notice to 
other Anti-Doping Organizations with a right to appeal under Article 13.2.3 as provided in Article 14.2. 

 

While USADA has most recently produced a reasoned decision in the investigation against Lance 
Armstrong (and others), adopting a policy of an anti-doping organization unilaterally implementing 
severe sanctions without the use of an independent or opposing party may open the organisation and 
system to challenge, particularly given the often distinct power differential facing the athlete and/or 
athlete support personnel. What is therefore needed within this process is a method of ensuring that 
all athletes are entitled to an appropriate defence, even if they don’t actually want one. It is 
interesting to compare the treatment of Armstrong declining to recognise the jurisdiction of USADA 
with that of former Yugoslav leader Slobodan Milosevic at The Hague’s UN tribunal. In the latter case, 
when Milosevic declined to appoint defence counsel, the Court appointed two neutral observers to 
challenge the prosecution and cross-examine witnesses. 
 
With the high-stakes nature of modern professional sport where sanctions can have significant 
financial and reputational consequences, then we would argue sport has a responsibility to ensure 
that its trials are not just fair, but also seen to be fair. In the rare cases that a defendant athlete or 
athlete support personnel, declines to either proceed or acknowledge the jurisdiction of the tribunal, 
we feel that an independent ‘friend’ should be appointed to protect their interests against the 
prosecuting anti-doping organisation. Although this will increase the legal costs of the process, the 
reality is that this approach is likely to be comparatively rare and any costs incurred can be recovered 
by the losing party.  
 
 

 RECOMMENDATION 7: An ‘independent friend’ should be appointed by the anti-doping 
organization to challenge its evidence on behalf of an athlete should that athlete or athlete 
support personnel decline to engage with the anti-doping process. Any costs incurred by this 
appointment will then be recovered from the losing party. 
 

 

  



PROHIBITED LIST 

[Comment to Article 4.2.1: Out-of-Competition Use (Article 2.2) of a substance which is only prohibited 
In-Competition is not an anti-doping rule violation unless an Adverse Analytical Finding for the 
substance or its Metabolites is reported for a Sample collected In-Competition (Article 2.1).  
 

The current justification of prohibiting recreational substances is by reference to the spirit of sport and 
the belief that athletes are role-models, however this is difficult to internally reconcile with the 
Prohibited List 2013 which lists S6 Stimulants, S7 Narcotics and S8 Cannibinoids as prohibited in-
competition rather than prohibited in-and-out-of-competition. If the premise of 4.2.1 is that there are 
certain substances which anyone who chooses to call himself or herself an Athlete should not take, 
should this not also apply to recreational drugs? Indeed, recent drugs scandals in professional sport 
would suggest that recreational drug use continues to be a problem.  

The problem with this approach is that the lack of clear performance enhancement effects of 
categories S7-8 in particular (although there arguably pain relief qualities) means that this area of anti-
doping policy drifts more into social policy rather than sporting performance. It is also unclear 
following the revision of the Code in 4.3 whether S7 and S8 categories meet the new criteria: 

Potential to enhance or enhances sport performance AND the substance meets, in addition, 
one of the following two criteria (actual or potential health risk….violation of spirit of sport). 

Surely recreational drug use would meet the latter two criteria (health / violation of the spirit of sport) 
but would not necessarily enhance performance? 

 

The 2015 Code also later makes reference at [10.4.3] to Substances of Abuse identified on the 
Prohibited List but this does not seem to appear on the 2013 Prohibited List? 

 

 RECOMMENDATION 8: Review whether Comment to Article 4.2.1 is internally consistent 
with other provisions of the Prohibited List 2013  
 

 RECOMMENDATION 9: Review whether Substances of Abuse are listed on the Prohibited List 
2013  
 

 

 

  



RETIREMENT 

5.3 Retired Athletes Returning to Competition.  
Athletes who were not Ineligible and retired from sport while included in a High Priority Athlete Pool 
and then seek to return to active participation in sport shall not participate in International-Level or 
national-level Events (as defined by their respective International Federation and National Anti-Doping 
Organization) until they have made themselves available for Testing by giving six months written 
notice to their International Federation and National Anti-Doping Organization of their intention to 
return. 

 

While paragraph [5.3] is straightforward and no challenge is made to the wording or spirit of the text, 
it may be useful to define what constitutes retirement from sport? For example, if an athlete does not 
participate competitively in a year, but has not officially declared their retirement, are they still to be 
classed as an active competitor within the Athlete Pool, or does their lack of participation by default 
retire them and they then need to return to active participation following the procedure laid down in 
[5.3]. One simple way to resolve this issue would be to add a definition of retirement to the list in 
Appendix 1. 

 

 RECOMMENDATION 10: define the term ‘Retired from sport’ in Appendix 1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



RETIREMENT 

7.1.1 Results management and the conduct of hearings for an anti-doping rule violation arising from 
Sample collection by, or discovered by, a National Anti-Doping Organization involving an Athlete who 
is not a national, resident, license-holder or member of a sport organization of that country shall be 
administered as directed by the rules of the applicable International Federation. Results management 
and the conduct of hearings for a test conducted by WADA on its own initiative will be conducted by 
the Anti-Doping Organization designated by WADA. Results management and the conduct of hearings 
from a test by the International Olympic Committee, the International Paralympic Committee, or a 
Major Event Organization, shall be referred to the applicable International Federation as far as 
sanctions beyond exclusion from the Event or Disqualification of the results in the Event.  
 
[Comment to Article 7.1.1: No absolute rule is established for managing results and conducting 
hearings where a National Anti-Doping Organization tests a foreign national Athlete over whom it 
would have had no jurisdiction but for the Athlete's presence in the National Anti-Doping 
Organization's country. Under this Article, it is left to the International Federation to determine under 
its own rules whether, for example, management of the case should be referred to the Athlete's 
National Anti-Doping Organization, remain with the Anti-Doping Organization that collected the 
Sample, or be taken over by the International Federation.] 

 

Although this might seem an exercise in semantics, in both [7.1.1] and the [Comment to 7.1.1], the 
text refers to “an Athlete who is not a national, resident, license-holder or member of a sport 
organization of that country” and “a foreign national athlete”. It may be useful to extend this phrase 
to “Athlete, Athlete Support personnel or other person” 

While the focus of the paragraphs is indeed explicitly on sample collection rather than other Code 
violations and may therefore be expected to apply primarily to athletes, the wider scope of the other 
Code violations (tampering / refusal / aiding and abetting) may equally apply to foreign support 
personnel. 

 

 RECOMMENDATION 11: extend the term “foreign national athlete” to “foreign national 
athlete, athlete support personnel or other person” in 7.1.1  

 

 

 

 

  



ELIGIBILITY 

10.5.3.1 An Anti-Doping Organization with results management responsibility for an anti-doping rule 
violation may, prior to a final appellate decision under Article 13 or the expiration of the time to 
appeal, suspend a part of the period of Ineligibility imposed in an individual case where the Athlete or 
other Person has provided Substantial Assistance to an Anti-Doping Organization, criminal authority or 
professional disciplinary body which results in the Anti-Doping Organization discovering or bringing 
forward an anti-doping rule violation by another Person or which results in a criminal or disciplinary 
body discovering or bringing forward a criminal offense or the breach of professional rules by another 
Person. After a final appellate decision under Article 13 or the expiration of time to appeal, an Anti-
Doping Organization may only suspend a part of the otherwise applicable period of Ineligibility with 
the approval of WADA and the applicable International Federation. The extent to which the otherwise 
applicable period of Ineligibility may be suspended shall be based on the seriousness of the anti-
doping rule violation committed by the Athlete or other Person and the significance of the Substantial 
Assistance provided by the Athlete or other Person to the effort to eliminate doping in sport. No more 
than three-quarters of the otherwise applicable period of Ineligibility may be suspended. If the 
otherwise applicable period of Ineligibility is a lifetime, the non-suspended period under this section 
must be no less than eight (8) years. If the Anti-Doping Organization suspends any part of the 
otherwise applicable period of Ineligibility under this Article, the Anti-Doping Organization shall 
promptly provide a written justification for its decision to each Anti-Doping Organization having a right 
to appeal the decision. If the Anti-Doping Organization subsequently reinstates any part of the 
suspended period of Ineligibility because the Athlete or other Person has failed to provide the 
Substantial Assistance which was anticipated, the Athlete or other Person may appeal the 
reinstatement pursuant to Article 13.2.  
 
10.5.3.2 To further encourage Athletes and other Persons to provide Substantial Assistance to Anti-
Doping Organizations, at the request of the Anti-Doping Organization conducting results management 
or the request of the Athlete or other Person who has, or has been asserted to have, committed an 
anti-doping rule violation, WADA may agree at any stage of the results management process, including 
after a final appellate decision under Article 13, to what it considers to be an appropriate suspension 
of the otherwise-applicable period of Ineligibility and other Consequences. In exceptional 
circumstances, WADA may agree to suspensions of the period of Ineligibility and other Consequences 
for Substantial Assistance greater than those otherwise provided in this Article, or even full amnesty. 
WADA’s approval shall be subject to reinstatement of sanction, as otherwise provided in this Article. 
Notwithstanding Article 13, WADA’s decisions in the context of this Article may not be appealed by 
any other Anti-Doping Organization. 
 

The intention to reduce sanctions following the provision by an athlete or other person of “substantial 
assistance” is a worthy and useful one. It is also inherently subjective. Important information could be 
provided but the Anti-Doping Organization may not be able or willing to bring forward Code violations 
against other parties.  

One possible solution to this is to suggest that this assistance provision is split into two. “Substantial 
assistance” [10.5.3.1]  and a lesser fixed-term reduction “assistance” where an athlete or athlete 
support personnel provides assistance, helps with anti-doping education, but it does not necessarily 
meet the threshold for providing the full reductions envisaged in [10.5.3.1]. As long at the information 
or help is useful, the athlete should receive some benefit. This could therefore make it more likely that 
an athlete will use this avenue. 

 RECOMMENDATION 12: Splitting this area into "substantial assistance" (as [10.5.3.1] at 
present, linked to a doping conspiracy or violation) and "assistance" which would help anti-
doping agencies by providing insider knowledge and education. As this latter category is of a 
lesser degree of help, the potential reduction in sanctions would also be much less or could 
be a fixed term / percentage. 

 



Returning to training early 

As an exception to Article 10.9.1, an Athlete may return to train with a Team or to use the facilities of a 
club or other member organization of a Signatory’s member organization during the shorter of: (1) the 
last two months of the Athlete’s period of Ineligibility, or (2) one-quarter of the period of Ineligibility 
imposed. 

Given the justification for this provision is to allow athletes and early training period to enable them to 
be ready to compete at the end of the period of ineligibility, it is worth considering whether the same 
logic could also apply to athlete support personnel or other persons. In some disciplines and activities, 
these personnel may need to undergo a period of reaccreditation and fitness to practice prior to a full 
certification and this could be undertaken during this last two month period. 

 

 RECOMMENDATION 13: Review whether Article 10.9.1 should also include Athlete support 
personnel or other persons 

 

 

 

 


